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One Shot
Turkey Hunt
The 15th Annual Tennessee Governor’s
One Shot Turkey Hunt was an unforgettable experience. Over 400 sportsmen
and women, outdoor enthusiasts, and
supporters from all over the southeastern
United States gathered in Liberty Hall of
the Factory at Franklin in Franklin, TN
on April 1st and 2nd.
www.twrf.net

The Governor’s One Shot Turkey Hunt
is an organized wild turkey hunt and
social event. Over 100 hunters are
paired with experienced guides and
given access to private land to harvest a
gobbler. Many of these hunters are
wounded soldiers who are sponsored to
hunt by generous donors.
The festivities began on Friday evening
with a social gathering for guests,
hunters, and guides to meet up and get
acquainted before the morning hunt.
Appetizers and drinks were served, and

vendors were set up to demonstrate
their products and services. Upon check
in, hunters and guides were given a
premium gift bag of merchandise and
exclusive One Shot items.
Saturday morning kicked off Tennessee’s
spring turkey season, and our
participating hunters were out bright and
early doing what they love. After their
hunt, they returned to the Factory at
Franklin, to meet with our TWRA partners
to check in their birds and get them
scored. Listening to their stories and
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Full house for the reception and banquet in
Liberty Hall at the Factory in Franklin.

Comedian Gary Mule Deer entertained the
crowd after dinner.

Earl Bentz and his wife, Janet, doubled-up
on their opening morning hunt.

laughter proves the camaraderie that
being outdoors guarantees.
Attendees returned for the banquet
Saturday evening. Before the meal,
guests caught up with old friends and
new ones, bid on silent auction items,
and enjoyed the open bar. There was a
lot of excitement around some of the
rare live auction items, such as the
Buffalo Bill autograph and the handmade vintage duck hunting exhibit.
Andy Griggs belted out a rendition of
the National Anthem that would give
you chills, and Colonel Littleton of

Lynnville, Tennessee gave the
invocation. After a plate of turkey (of
course) and all the fixings, the program
and entertainment began. Bill Cody
emceed while entertainer, Gary Mule
Deer, had everyone in stitches while he
strummed his guitar and told jokes. The
part of the night that really made the
event special was when Christian
Brown, a Silver Star Medal of Valor
recipient, grabbed the microphone to
say a few words of thanks to the donors
that sponsored him to hunt. To hear
what a wounded soldier experiences in

life and how much being able to hunt
meant to him, was amazing. That alone,
made every effort that went into this
massive event worth it.
We are humbled by the enthusiasm
and the generosity of those who made
this event a success. Proceeds of the
hunt go to advance our mission and
help support programs for TWRA.
Contributions help us achieve our
goals to give back to the community
and to the wildlife of Tennessee. It is a
strategic way to preserve these
activities for the next generation.

Tennessee
Outdoors
Youth
Summit
TWRF and TWRA are hosting the eighth
annual Tennessee Outdoors Youth
Summit (TOYS) for 120 high school
students in Clarksville, TN, June 12th
through the 17th.
Each day wildlife officers and subject
matter experts will be teaching many
courses. Included is marksmanship,
archery, wilderness survival, fishing,
boating, plant identification, ATV safety,
photography and several classes
focusing on fish and wildlife biology.
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Up a creek...
but not without a paddle.
Students enjoy outdoor recreation and
are taught skills that can be used for a
future career in natural resources
management. We are so excited to meet

our student participants and look
forward to laying the groundwork for
new friendships and a life-long
appreciation of the great outdoors.
www.twrf.net
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Tennessee gobbler numbers
are in good shape.

Spring
Turkey
Harvest
The spring turkey hunting season
ended on May 15, and the harvest was
the largest in three years.
The total harvest for the season, which
began with a young sportsman hunt
March 26-27, was 32,252. That
exceeded the harvest in 2015 of 32,094
and 2014 of 31,299. It was 237 birds
below the 2013 harvest of 32,489.
This marked the 14th consecutive year
the spring harvest has surpassed
30,000 turkeys. The record harvest of
37,098 came in 2010.
If this season was any indication,
Tennessee gobbler numbers are in good
shape.

www.twrf.net

East and Middle Tennessee offer some
of the best public and private land
turkey hunting — not only in Tennessee,
but in all of the South.
Three-year-old and especially twoyear-old males are the main quarries of
hunters. In any given year in any state,
2-year-old gobblers almost always
constitute the majority of the turkey
harvest.
Every year turkey hunting becomes
even more popular and vast
opportunities exist across the volunteer
state. When you combine enough
habitat with good food sources and
plenty of water close by, you have the
ingredients for some great gobbler
hunting.
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency
has done a tremendous job managing
the state’s turkey population. With help
from the National Wild Turkey
Federation chapters in our Volunteer

State, projects have provided constantly
improving habitats and conditions for
the flock.
Most of the counties with the largest
harvests are in the Mid-state. Here is a
rundown of the top ten counties with
2016 harvest numbers:
Maury – 957
Montgomery – 882
Greene – 750
Dickson – 748
Sumner – 706
Wilson – 642
Robertson – 584
Henry – 578
Rutherford – 556
Bedford – 559
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Sportsmen’s
Caucus
TWRF partnered with TWRA,
Representative Ron Lollar, and Senator
Mike Bell on April 23rd to host a reception
for the Tennessee Sportsmen’s Caucus.
This group of elected officials form a
coordinated effort to promote the
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sportsmen’s traditions in Tennessee.
The evening kicked off at the Nashville
War Memorial Building with words of
appreciation by Rep. Ron Lollar and
TWRA Director, Ed Carter. In attendance
were Tennessee Senators and
Representatives, the Tennessee Fish and
Wildlife Commission, TWRA Directors
and Officers, and special guests.
The evening was filled with networking
and discussions of conservation

F O U N D A T I O N

challenges and successes that the state
is currently facing. It is vitally important
to connect those who make the
decisions that effect our state’s wildlife
resources, habitat, and management.

Dining out the way
Davy Crockett did.

Wild Game
Dinner
Our Second Annual Wild Game Dinner
was held on February 18th at Historic
Travellers Rest in Nashville, TN and no
one left hungry.
Board members and friends of TWRF
donated the wild game that was
prepared for the evening meal. The
buffet style dishes such as Elk Stir Fry,
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Bacon-Wrapped Duck Poppers, and
Slow-Roasted Wild Turkey were said to
be the crowd favorites. For a $100
donation each, attendees were treated
to an all-inclusive culinary experience
like no other. The proceeds from the
evening went to support numerous
TWRF programs.
Why is wild game so special?
Compared to supermarket meat, wild
game is richer in flavor and more
nutritious, thanks to a higher protein
content and minerals like thiamine and

niacin. Wild game also lacks the
chemicals commonly given to domestic
animals.
This is food with a story! Attendees
shared hunting tales and even their own
attempts and successes with wild game
cooking. Many techniques and recipes
have been passed down through
families of hunters. It was a fun night
with laughter and good food, all in the
spirit of making use of the harvest and
respecting its purpose.

www.twrf.net
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The TNSASP program is empowering, fast-paced, and growing!

TNSASP
State Shoot
The competition between heavy metals
sets the stage for an exciting youth
shooting event - The Tennessee
Scholastic Action Shooting Program.
On May 13, competitors from all over
Tennessee and the country traveled to
Huntingdon, TN to compete in one of the
fastest growing sports in the United
States. TWRF’s Lacey Lane, is the State
Director of the TN Scholastic Action
Shooting Program (TNSASP). Lane and
the staff of the Carroll County Shooting
Sports Park hosted the state championship
for more than 150 students. Shooters in
this competition were graded on speed
and accuracy of firing their pistol and/or
rifle at steel targets. Students who
excelled in this competition will move on
to the National’s in Ohio later this year.

Participants are highly supervised
throughout the competition.

Carroll County Shooting Sports Park hosted
the shoot at their western themed town.

The program goals of TNSASP are simple:
• Teach the safe and responsible
handling and use of firearms.
• Provide a supported team-based
environment using the shooting sports
for teaching life lessons and skills that
emphasize positive character traits
and citizenship values.
• Introduce young shooters to a sport
that can be enjoyed for a lifetime
offering a level playing field and a
sport that all family members can
enjoy together.
www.twrf.net

Chloe Williams tries out the rifle program for the first time, while State Director, Lacey Lane,
and State Adviser, Lance Rider, give direction and keep score.
Getting Started:
The TNSASP program is easy to get
started in. The parent organization of
the SSSF has produced an excellent 2
hour video series that explains all
aspects of the program. The easiest way

to experience the excitement of the
TNSASP program, would be to contact
Director Lane at TWRF, and see about
scheduling a TNSASP “demo” day for
your group. Lacey can be contacted at
LLane@twrf.net or (731) 415-0641.
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Reintroduction of aquatic species
into the Cumberland River.

Microscopic
Wildlife
Did you know about the Cumberland
River Aquatic Center?
The Cumberland River Aquatic Center
is a revamped TVA fish hatchery at the
Gallatin Steam Plant that has been
repurposed as a unique rare species
propagation facility. Our partners,
Environmental Services chief, David
McKinney, and senior scientist, Dan
Hua, are the aquatic biologists behind
this facilities’ success.
The work at the facility has allowed
the reintroduction of aquatic species
into available habitats of the
Cumberland River. Rare mussel
propagation and associated projects
are to either keep those species off the
Endangered Species Act list or to
remove them from the list.
Dan Hua, senior scientist, explained
the process of mussel propagation
used for the species (see photo), the
Wavy-rayed Lampmussel (Lampsilis
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TWRF Office Manager, Amanda Woodlee,
observes microscopic wildlife.

Wavy-rayed Lampmussel (Lampsilis
fasciola).

fasciola). Hua explained, “Largemouth
bass were infested with the glopchidia
of Wavy-rayed Lampmussel and kept in
the recirculating aquaculture system
during the parasite period. The
metamorphosis from glochidia to
juvenile mussels was influenced by
water temperature. Those glochidia
didn’t transform to juveniles at 17 ° C.
The transformation happened when the
host fish was moved to water
temperature at 20° C. An astonishing
2,000-3,000 juvenile mussels were

produced from one 6-inch largemouth
bass. Juvenile mussels were fed with
Cumberland River water and cultured in
tanks under the controlled temperature
of 20° C.”
TWRF is proud to have a role in the
work that is being done for microscopic
wildlife and the enhancement of
biodiversity. Amazing progress is being
made at the Cumberland River Aquatic
Center. We can’t wait to see what the
future holds for aquatic organisms in our
state.

www.twrf.net
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Keeping an eye on things...
Photo: Tom Wood

New Board
Members
The Board advises on strategic issues, assists
in setting goals and ensures that plans and
programs are implemented. These leaders
bring a variety of talents, experiences and
expertise to TWRF.

The board of directors is the governing
body of a nonprofit. Individuals who sit
on the board are responsible for
overseeing the organization’s activities.
Board members meet periodically to
discuss and vote on the affairs of the
organization. Additional meetings take
place throughout the year so board
members can discuss and make other
necessary decisions. Board members
must be faithful to the organization's

mission. The varied talents and contacts
of a board from diverse backgrounds
can help an organization grow.
TWRF’s new board members are;
Kenneth S. Adams IV - Nashville, TN
Shane Alexander - Franklin, TN
David McMahan - Nashville, TN

We need your time, resources, and donations to achieve our mission. Please choose us
as your charity and fund what you love. We will do our part to support the Agency
and wildlife conservation for future generations. - TWRF is a 501c (3) nonprofit organization.
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5000 LINBAR DRIVE, SUITE 275 - NASHVILLE, TN 37211
(615) 831-9311

www.twrf.net

twrfinfo@gmail.com

www.twrf.net
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